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ABSTRACT
This thesis deals with the electromagnetic radiation that is reflected from and emitted by a clear
or cloudy terrestrial atmosphere. Calculations are performed in order to estimate the radiation
exitant to space in the visible, the near visible, and the two infrared windows at approximately
4 ttm and l1 pm.

The NOAA-9 satellite Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR/2) is used as the
data acquisition system. The satellitc AVHRR system is described, as well as future TIROS-
N satellites. The pre-launch calibration of the radiometer is described in some detail. Posr-
launch calibration is examined using a reflectance difference method. The radiometer gains are
shown to have changed by more than 20 vo ftom their pre-launch values.

A LOWTRAN based atmospheric model suitable for New 7*aland is developed to provide
cloud free transmission values. Atmospheric scattering is shown to contribute negligibly to
visible cloud measurements (for 8-bit radiometer resolution).

The Channels I to 3 terrestrial reflectance is averaged from more than two years of satellite
data. Sea-surface state is examined as a function of windspeed. A method of extracting
surface temperature in rugged terrain is developed. Dual temperature measurements at 10.8
and 11.8 pm are used to estimate surface air temperature.

The transfer of radiation in a single layer cloud is calculated as a function of cloud thickness,
observation/illumination geometry and the effective radius of the cloud drop-distribution. The
variation in drop-size is contained in an ensemble of modified-Gamma distributions whose
effective radius varies from I to 30 pm with a fixed dispersion of 0.25.

n !q{t4que is established which allows effective cloud radius to be estimated from 3.7 pm
AVHRR/2 imagery. The radiation values at 0.65 pm and 11.8 pm are used to correcr the 3.7
pm reflectance for variation in cloud thickness and temperature respecdvely. The procedure is
limited to wann clouds of moderate optical depth. In addition, the inversion process generates
values of cloud top height and temperature, cloud depth and column liquid water conrenr. The
method is used to observe the development of orographic cloud formed over the southern half of
the North Island of New T;.aland. The inversion results for this type of cloud are in agreement
with aircraft measurements carried out by the New 7*aland Meteorological Service andare well
fitted by a simple drop-growth model.
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PREFACE
MKS units are used throughout this thesis except where it is common practice to use non-
standard units. Where appropriate I have appended to a symbol its units within square
brackets. Equations are individually numbered except where two or more equations are of very
similar nature (e.g. they may deal with spectral or broadband quantities): they are then given
the same number with a letter appended. In many cases the thermal, temporal, spatial,
directional, and/or spectral parameters of a function are omitted, as their inclusion would be
unnecessarily cumbersome.

If I am to express any irritation within this field a foremost target must be the lack of
consistency in the use of symbolic notation. The novice can be confused because a charactcr
represents two different (but not unrelated!) quantities, e.g. from an author's caprice c denotes
either transmittance or optical depth. I deemed it necessary to present my symbolic notation
clearly at the start of this thesis to prevent the reader making assumptions about variable
representation or constantly having to refer to an appendix. I have attempted to avoid duplicate
definitions of symbols, subscripts and superscripts, with the result that some fresh symbols
appear.

It is difficult to introduce theoretical and instrumentation information in in such an order that the
reader is well prepared for each section. My aim has been to refrain from jumps in subject
nr.t:i..r; however some discontinuity has been unavoidable. Several appendices are given at the
end of the text: frstly so that the reader can quickly recall some of the underlying principles on
which this study is based, and secondly as a computational guide.

I would like to acknowledge the New Zealand Meteorological Service for providing the AVHRR
data.

I wish to recognise the help of Dr Stuart Bradley, who provided the basis from which this study
grew. I will always be in his debt for ths encouragement and support hc provided. I wish to
thank Assoc.-Prof. Dave Stow and Assoc.-hof. John Hay for acting as temporary supervisors
during Stuart's sabbatical in Tuscon.

Grateful thanks are extended to the Auckland University Computer Centre staff, in particular
Alistair Anderson, whose fortitude when faced by large image files and semi-infinite batch jobs
was unfailing. My appreciation to Dave Ash for his assistance with the Physics Department
computer equipment. I would also like to recognise other members of the Physics staff for their
help, encouragement, and good humour, in particular: Burt Chan, Ron Keam, Dennis Lodge-
Osborne, Harry Oudenhoven, Percy Pearce, and Denis Taylor. For their unfailling camaraderie,
thanks to my fellow students, in particular: Alison Grimsdell, Anna Percy, and Nicky Roberts.

Finally I would like to voice my gratitude to my mother and father, who provided support above
and beyond the call of duty.

Don Grainger, September 1990.
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NOMENCLATURE

i. Fundamental Constants

ii. Functions

iii. Subscripts

Symbol Quantity Dimension Value

c
h
i
k
Ts
o

Speed of light in a vacuum
Planck constant
Complex unit
Boltzmann constant

Stefan-Boltzmann constant

LT'
M2L:+1

\ L?'r-2

2.9979U58x l0oms-'
6.626t76x l0-BJs-r

1-l
t'.380662x l0-u J K-r
273.15K
5.6703 x 10-t W m'2 K{

Symbol Meaning

ex?, e
En
Rer
Pr
6

exponential function
exponential integral
real part
gamma function
Legendre polynomial
Koenecker delta function

Symbol Meaning

I, r, ,s, t

L,V
I ...5

incident, reflected, scattered or transmitted ray when
subject variable is a measure of angle
spectral quantity of wavelength or wavenumber
AVIIRR channel number; when used on a spectral term
the number indicates that the term is the AVHRR
response function weiehted mean

iv. Superscripts

Symbol Meaning

,
\bs, ext, sca
lir, dif
i,r,s,t

blackbody
absorption, extinction, scattering
direct, diffuse
incident, reflected, scattered or transmitted ray when
subiect variable is not a measure of anele
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v. Expansion Terms

Symbol Meaning

l,L
mrL
llrN

Legendre term and expansion limit
Fourier term and expansion limit
Gaussian tenn and expansion limit
Lobatto term and expansion limit
Mie term and expansion limit

vi. RadiometricQuantities

Symbol Quantity Dimension Common Unit

F
W

o
M
L
Lb
L1

Lo

I
E

radiant flux
radiant density
radiant energy
radiant exitance
radiance
blackbody radiance
spectral radiancc (wavelength)
specnal radiance (wavenumber)
radiant intensity
irradiance

ML"T'
ML-IT2
M,l[-hz
MT-3
MT-3
MT.3
ML.IT3
MLT.3
ML2T3
MT.3

WorJs-'
J m-3
J

W cm-2
Wm-2srl
W m-2 sr'l
W m'2 mm'l sr'l
W m-2 cm sr-l
W srl
W m'2

vii. Reflection and Transmission Terms

Symbol Quantity

f'
f'
R
Tr
a
e
p
T

bidirec tion al spectral -refl ectance distri bution fun ction
bidirectional spectral-transmittance distribution function
reflection function
diffuse transmission function
diffuse plus direct transmission function
radiant absorptance
radiant emissivity
radiant reflectance
radiant transmittance

viii. Mie Terms

Symbol Quantity Dimension Common Unit

an, bn
g

ir, iz
?
rq*,tr,c-
ru" Fo, F"o

d", do,
d*

Mic coefficients
asymmetry parameter
intensity distribution functions
phase function
size parameter
scattering, absorption and extinction
efficiencies
volume absorption, extinction, and scattering
coefficients
absorption, extinction, and scattering
efficiencies

1-t

L,

km-l

pm2

xvtll



ix. Size-Distribution Terms

Radiometer Quantities

xi. Other Quatities

lymbol Quantity Dimension Common Unit
r
fl, f2

rc

rm

,t,
vc

n

N
d
v

mean radius
lower and upper limits of drop-size
distribution
effective mean radius
mode radius
effective skew
effective variance
drop concentration
drop concentration
dispersion
variance

L,
L4
L-3
L
a

L
L

L
L

pm
Fm

pm2

[particles] cm-3 prn-l

[particles] cm-3
pm
Im2

pm
pm

Symbol Quantity Dimension Common Unit
B;
C
a
et
Ti
Ti
d,

Qt0)
R
L;

bandwidth
digital counts (10 bits)
radiance gain
count offset
satellite brightness temperarure
albedo gain
albedo offset
normalized spectral response
mean wavelength

IL1

tLl

pm

W m'2 sr I pm-l count-l

K

pm

Symbol Quantity Dimension Common Unit

d
f
k

m
n

o*
t

gtx

w
A

E
I
K

M,
T
v
W

cloud depth
cloud fraction

Propagation constant
diffusion length
complex refractive index
real refractive index
scaled phase function
time
(normal) optical depth
scaled (normal) optical depth
liquid water content
area
percentage albedo
extraterrestrial solar irradiance
scattering function
dielectric constant
escape function
mixing ratio
temperature
visibility
liquid water path

M

M-r

T

ML.3
L2

L
ML.2

m

pm-l

s

g m-3

m2

1Y tn-z p16-l

K
km
g cm-z

xD(



l0
K
,t

h
p
v
0
o
ct)

I
(t)

6)
6)*
0)1

azimuthal angle (difference)
damping factor
wavelength
Legendre moment in the expansion of the
phase function
cosine of zenith angle
wavenumber
zenith angle
conductivity
solid angle
unit directional vector

single scatter albedo
volume single scatter albedo
scaled volume single scatter albedo
/ rlr Legendre coefficient in the expansion of
thc phase function

M

L-l

degrees

!tm

cm-l
degrees

sr

Additionally the symbol * is used to denote the complex conjugate.
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Nor law, tnr duty bade me fight,

Nor public men, nor cheering crowds,

A lonely impulse of delight

Drove to this tunult tn the clouds;

W. B. Yeats
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